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Emotions are 

the physiological ex-

pressions of the feeling 

states expressing 

physically the life force 

of our inner spirit - as 

well as perhaps even 

deeper patterns that 

can be expressions of 

our soul qualities.   

Grounded in the body, 

emotions are the 

physiological 

sensations of your 

body, giving you information that your mind interprets as feeling states.   Donald Nathenson, author of 

Pride & Shame, defines the physiology of body feeling as an affect state.  There are nine 

basic affects through which our body instinctually expresses feelings.  An affect is defined as the biological 

portion of emotion.  When your face smiles, you are showing the affect of enjoyment. The circuitry to 

produce affects is stored in the primitive portion of the brain called the reptile brain.  When an affect is 

triggered it activates “a mechanism which then releases a known pattern of biological events”[1].  A 

feeling is when one becomes aware of an affect. Affects are an instinctual part of our bodies that we are all 

born with and express.  From the minute we take a breath we somehow know how to cry and scream for 

comfort.   This would occur through a combination of the affects of fear, distress and anger.  Of the nine 

affects, there are two that are positive, one is neutral, and there are six that are classified as negative 

or inhibitory feeling states.  Below is a list of the nine basic innate affects from Donald L. Nathenson’s 

book, Pride and Shame (some of them are listed as a continuum of a range of feeling); 

                    POSITIVE 

1)   Interest – Excitement 

2)   Enjoyment – Joy 

            NEUTRAL 

3)   Startle – Surprise 

            NEGATIVE 

4)    Fear – Terror 

5)    Distress – Anguish 

6)    Anger – Rage 

7)    Dissmell [contempt/rejection] 

8)    Disgust 



9)    Shame - Humiliation 

All 9 affects will move energy in the body. The stronger the connection to those 9 feelings are in a person, 

the more present the person is. Most problems are caused because of the 5 inhibitory affects that get in 

the way of authentic feeling.  It is clear that negative feelings far outweigh the positive 3:1.  Shame is the 

hardest feeling to find and then to learn how to dissolve.  Shame happens when the natural flow of either 

of the two positive affects, interest-excitement & enjoyment-joy, gets disrupted.  Quite often anger can be 

a response to the feeling of shame.  A defensive response 

to attempt to re-establish a positive feeling. 

There are other feelings, but they generally are a 

combination of these basic nine affects.  For example, guilt 

is not a basic innate affect but an outcome of the 

combining of the innate affects of fear and shame 

together.  All other emotions are complex combinations of 

these states. This information tells you whether something 

is safe for instance, so that your body can respond 

appropriately to protect itself by either running away or 

staying and fighting. 

The Soul, spirit and self are deeply interconnect.  One 

informing the other, back and forth, each contributing 

different but important pieces of information.  As the body 

experiences different feelings, the physiological affect 

states give information that the soul records through the 

energy of the spirit self of the personality in this lifetime. 

Over many lifetimes, the soul collects these many 

experiences and attracts new ones that it does not have or fully understands all aspects of it – both 

negative and positive experiences.  The soul has no judgement it only wants to understand all to become 

one with the Divine Creator one day. This may be why some people are born with certain innate talents 

that come out of nowhere, or a child prodigy can play the piano without any training. 

How can I assist you in finding your own deeper connection with your soul story?  Call or email me 

……Ingrid Cryns 

 

[1] Nathenson, Donald L., Pride and Shame, Affect, Sex and the birth of Self, c. 1994, Norton & Co. Ltd., p. 
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